
11/19/70 

Mary, Sylvia, Paul, Gary, Dick, howard, 
. tS 

The transcript of the hearing on the spectro ease, in wx 
which the government won @ dismisssl we are appealing, and the official 
copy of the decision, reached Bud's office today. He was not in both times 
I was there. Based on tie size, 1 would estimate that is anyone wants & 
copy, even with the higher charges in Washington, - that it would be but 
about $1.25$1.50 for tae xeroxing. 

I hed suggested sending it to Mary and asking her to 
make copies for those desiring them. However, I do not think it right to 
“trowble her fo so small and amount. Therefore, I have this suggestion to 
maket 

If enyone is certain he wants this, I'll have copies 
made in DC end mail them to each. I can mske an extra set which you ¢an 

circulate, from one to another, to read and, if desired, eopy on your 
own facilities, 

fhis is a carbon of the typescript. It seems fairly 

clear,, and I think a@ copy of a copy, on a decent machine, would be 

legible enoughes 

fodsy 1 filed a motion for a summary judgement in my 

suit for the clothing/pix, with a couple of lengthy affidevits attached 
showing the spuriousness of several of the peints made by the government 

in ite "answer", Wentyped the effidavits here, end + heve an extra copy of e2 
each that can be circulated. The legal papers were retyped by Bud's secretary 

For some reason, she meade by the minimum number of pages, We therefore have 

but one set for me, one set for Bud, and the exect number required for the 
court and the verious veople upon whom they must be served. It is on legele 

sized paper. Again, 1 cen have a set xeroxed and it can be passed around, if 

desired, In Bud's absence, + had a brief discussion with tis partner about 

my. plans for calling witnesses and who I'll eall, We are in essential agrees 

ment, Clark and Marshell, for two, on tae meaning of tue lsttereagreement 

and interpretation of what would tend femgy be sensational or undignified 

usage, escn being asked to compare, under oeth, these readily evailable and 

those I asked for, where 1 now have ane suchy “ine is tie only one not all 

gore, ami toose 1 seek are all without gore. Perhaps Rhoads the same wey 

(I've already challenged himand Marshall this way in writing, sending Mar- 
shall the pictureseae didn't answer the question, merely said be left it up 

to Hhoads, woich is fine, because it says Khesds can given them +6 me}. 

Sincerely, HW


